Introduction
Popular music and culture are sites of identity construction, where identity defines belonging to and exclusion from an imagined community delineated by symbolic boundaries. Extreme heavy metal, as a genre of popular music, and a part of popular culture, is a site where such identity formation, myth-making and boundary maintenance can be seen (KahnHarris) . In this paper, we explore how extreme metal 1 bands originating from the North of England draw upon narratives of heritage and historical myths to construct exclusive, masculinizing metal identities (Lucas; Lucas, Deeks and Spracklen) . We will use qualitative case-study research (interview data combined with an analysis of histories, images and songs) of four extreme metal bands -Winterfylleth, Wodensthrone, Old Corpse Road and Oakenshield -based in the North of England (see also Lucas, Deeks and Spracklen) . This data will allow us to argue that these Northern English extreme "metallers" express a desire to tell (or construct) histories that have been forgotten in a globalizing world - practices of consumption and identity formation (Hodkinson) .
Crucial to belonging is boundary work -which myths and symbols are used to maintain the intersecting imaginary communities of northern European (northern English) black metal. What we are interested in here is the way in which "heritage" in extreme metal music is used to construct exclusive, white masculine identities -whiteness associated with individualism, elitism and Englishness juxtaposed with a more broader "Vikingness". We are interested in the "beating of the boundaries" (Cohen) -who is allowed to define belonging within the scene, how musicians attempt to create symbolic boundaries against the liquidity of late modern identity formation (Bauman) .
We begin the paper with a literature review and a discussion of method. We will then critically analyze the histories, imagery and songs of the four bands, before discussing the bands' understanding of heritage and myths revealed to us through interviews with the songwriters in each band. Finally, we will return to the theoretical framework of the introduction and literature review to assess the way in which community, identity, heritage and extreme metal collide in the myth-making associated with these bands.
Literature Review
To examine how imaginings of "heritage" and narratives of the Cohen emphasizes the symbolic construction of community and the experience of that collective by the members, stating that "it inheres... in 'the thinking' about it," stressing that the constituent social relations need to be viewed as "repositories of meaning" rather than a "set of mechanical linkages" (Cohen 98) . He describes how, with community existing in the minds of its members, its perceived distinctiveness and the reality of its boundaries similarly lie in the mind and the meanings that people attach to them (Cohen 98) , an idea akin to Benedict Anderson's conceptualization of "imagined communities." A significant element of the symbolic expression of community is constituted with selective reference to the past, but Cohen is explicit that this is not a regressive or nostalgic avoidance of the contemporary in the construction of a collective. The past is described as a resource by Cohen, and he suggests that "[t]he manner in which the past is invoked is strongly indicative of the kinds of circumstance which makes such a 'past-reference' salient" (Cohen 99) . Myth, suggests Cohen, provides legitimacy for contemporary action by "extending to it the sanctity which enshrouds tradition and lore," whilst the idea of "mythological distance" is presented as a way of lending "enchantment to an otherwise murky contemporary view" (Cohen 99 ). dominant heterosexual, homosexual, marginalized and so on (Connell) . That said, there is a hegemonic masculine identity that has been imposed so thoroughly on western culture that most observers take it as a norm: that of the dominant heterosexual male identified by Gilmore or Butler, the impregnator-protector-provider, or the warrior Viking of so much heavy metal iconography. Gilmore argues that this cultural role of man, historically, has contributed to the aggressive, dominating acts of bravado that identify the heterormative male in contemporary society (Butler) . This idea of a masculine archetype is challenged by work done in both psychology and sociology on the fragility of male identity (Connell; Messner) . That man was created and instinctively became the "Ubiquitous Male" is contested by Goldberg, who Gender and Power and it is developed in Masculinities. Connell describes gender as a process rather than a thing. Thus we are asked to study "a historically constructed pattern of power relations between men and women and definitions of femininity and masculinity" (Connell, . This gender order can be expressed through forms of cultural activity, which either maintain the gender order, or are sites of resistance to the gender order: black metal clearly maintains the gender order, but some resistance to it is also seen in the way some fans supported Gaahl of Gorgoroth, who came out as a homosexual to a torrent of abuse on on-line forums (Spracklen, "Gorgoroth's Gaahl").
Methodology
In this research project, we have used qualitative case-study But for the metal bands in our study, their status as minor idols in a small scene gave them a strong platform to influence the consumers in that scene. Winterfylleth's Chris Naughton was interested in teaching listeners something about English history he feared had been lost in the public at large:
Analysis and Discussion

Invoking heritage and the past
I think to that end we want[ed] to make music that draws relevance to the knowledge of history and folklore we think is dwindling within the populous of our nation. The aim being to insight a bit more passion and conviction in people to care about themselves and their nation before they become slaves to Europe without having any say so.
We feel to that end that the music we have made and the things we have written about has served to provoke people people need to be able to identify with a particular place, especially at times of globalizing change (Bauman; Bramham;
Spracklen, "The Meaning"). However, Naughton believes his band is unfairly accused of transcending the line between patriotic "folksiness" and racism:
We hold a strong view that there has been a concerted effort within the UK to discourage or indoctrinate English/British people into thinking they are not allowed to celebrate who they are or where they come from and to do so is "taboo," "racist," "fascist," or is to be vilified. We feel that there is a spiritual-emotional force that a sense of place and identity has in a people (Naughton) .
In an echo of this local heritage and local mythology,
Old Corpse Road's The Dreamer has a sense of place and heritage that is not specifically English, but more rural in nature, echoing the Romantic movements of nineteenth-century Europe -along with the more modern discourses of conservatism, conservation and green-ness (Smith, "Uses").
This is accentuated by the mythology of humanity's interaction with the sublime places, and the folk stories that emerge out of that interaction:
We have a great love of the outdoors and visiting places where mankind has interacted with the landscape in a meaningful and interesting way, it is here where the great folktales come to life (The Dreamer). There are many topics that can be tackled by black metal musicians (from Satanism to fairies, from nature to nuclear war) but we were drawn to the things we value the most namely nature and the folklore mankind has attached to it (The Dreamer).
The sound of black metal, the sonic heritage associated with the Norwegian bands of the 1990s (Mayhem and Darkthrone in particular, which in turn were influenced by the first wave of black metal in the 1980s, along with punk and death metal),
is an important motivation for Wodensthrone's Hréowsian. The "evil" nature 4 of the scales, the riffs, the singing and the blastbeats, makes black metal something truly sublime, something of the night (Spracklen, "A Blaze"), something that underwrites the nightmares about modernity, but which can equally give hope in that which is anti-modern, or anti-human.
Metal, and more specifically "Black metal" is the perfect vehicle for our concept as it allows us to produce dynamic, emotionally charged music that connects with the carnal nature of mankind. There is something innately primal about the thundering drums and raging guitar melodies of black metal which seems perfectly suited to our "message" (Hréowsian in Wodensthrone).
Their Music
All the musicians believed in their creative agency (see also 
